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ABSTRACT
Temperature fatigue reflective crack is a major distress in asphalt pavement and
may induce further destroys. Many methods have been conducted to solve this problem.
However, the arbitrary cracking path has not been investigated. In this paper, the
extended finite element method (XFEM), which has the advantage in considering the
arbitrary cracking propagation, is used to investigate the temperature fatigue reflective
crack. Firstly, the temperature field model and XFEM model are built with same math but
different element types. In the temperature field model, the temperature distribution was
obtained using DFLUX subroutine and FILM subroutine. Then the temperature
distribution is applied to XFEM model and the thermal fatigue reflective cracking
mechanism is investigated. Moreover, the inclined degree of initial crack in up-base is
considered. This better understanding is expected to provide more scientific insights to
advance the current structural pavement design practices and pavement repairing.
1. INTRODUCTION
Reflective crack is a major distress in semi-rigid base asphalt pavement structure,
which may accelerate further destroys. The crack can be resulted by a single
temperature drop, several cyclic temperature changes or traffic passing. Many
researches had demonstrated that temperature was more important than traffic load that
induced reflective crack (MOLENAAR, 1993, Millien A, 2012). The cracks existing in
semi-rigid base could induce stress concentration and propagated up to the asphalt
overlay when temperature changed. In order to better understand the mechanism
leading to reflective crack, several methods had been conducted.
In mechanistic-empirical pavement design guide, thermal-cracking prediction
model was used to predict the thermal cracking behavior and amount of thermal cracks
(Hiltunen, 1994). In this model, tensile strength was used as the cracking threshold for
cracking initiation (Paris, 1961). AASHTO T321-07 (AASHTO, 2007) conducted four
points bending beam test to determine the fatigue life of asphalt mixture. Then many
researchers investigated the fatigue cracking resistance of asphalt mixture using this
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method(Li, 2012, Islam, 2012, Ameri, 2017, Davar, 2017). Many single-edge notched
beam tests were carried out to evaluate the fracture behavior of asphalt concrete (Song,
2006, Braham, 2012, Yang, 2014). Seo (2008) used acoustic emission to monitor
fatigue damage and healing in asphalt concrete. Ahmed (2013) investigated cracking
resistance of thin-bonded overlays by compact tension. Moreover, numerous notched
semi-circle bending tests were conducted to investigated the cracking propagation of
asphalt mixture (Wang, 2013, Liu, 2014, Cannone Falchetto, 2017). Gonzalez-Torre
(2015) studied the effectiveness geosynthetics as anti-reflective cracking system and
the influence of loading frequency on cracking propagation. However, in these studies,
only fracture of asphalt mixture samples and the anti-fracture property of asphalt mixture
were emphasized, the cracking mechanism of reflective cracking was not analyzed.
In order to better understand the cracking mechanism of thermal reflective
cracking of asphalt pavement, numerous numerical methods were also carried out
(Dave, 2007, Kim, 2009, Dave, 2010, Yekai, 2010, Ban, 2017, Gajewski, 2014).
However, in these studies, a single temperature drop that induced thermal reflective
cracking of asphalt pavement was only discussed. M. I. Hossain (2017)investigated the
thermal fatigue of asphalt pavement using XFEM. But only crack propagation depth was
studied.
In this study, a XFEM simulation to evaluate thermal fatigue reflective crack in
semi-rigid base asphalt pavement is carried out. Temperature distribution in pavement
structure is obtained using DFLUX subroutine and FILM subroutine. Then the
temperature distribution is applied to XFEM model and the fracture mechanism is
analyzed. The influences of inclined degrees of initial crack on fracture life, cracking
width, cracking path and stress distribution are evaluated.
2. TEMPERATURE FIELD IN PAVEMENT STRUCTURE
2.1 Thermal condition analysis
As the external temperature changes continuously with time, the pavement
structure also undergoes changing of temperature. So in this section, solar radiation,
surface heat flux and pavement surface radiation are taken into consideration to
accurately determine the temperature distribution in pavement structure.
The solar radiation is:
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In which, q0 is maximum solar radiation; Q is the total solar radiation; c is the
effective sunshine hours; ω is circular frequency, ω=2π/24.
According to Fourier Series, equation (1) can be expressed as:
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The minimum external temperature is nearly at 5 am, and the maximum external
temperature is at 14 pm. The function that simulates the surface heat flux is expressed
as:
Ta  Ta  Tm  0.96sin (t  t0 )  0.14sin 2(t  t0 )
(7)
q (t ) 

In which, Ta is daily average temperature, Ta 

1 max
Ta  Tamin  ; Tm is daily
2

1 max
Ta  Tamin  ; Tamax and Tamin is maximum temperature and

2
minimum temperature, respectively; t0 initial phase, t0=9.
The heat transfer coefficient between pavement surface and external temperature
is meanly influenced by air speed and it can be expressed as:
(8)
hc  3.7 vw  9.4
In which, hc is heat transfer coefficient; vw is Daily-mean air speed.
The pavement surface radiation boundary can be expressed as:
4
4
qF   T1 |z 0 Tz   Ta  Tz  
(9)


In which, qF is pavement surface radiation; ε is pavement emissivity, ε=0.81; σ is
Stefan-Boltzmann parameter, σ=5.6697×10-8; T1|z=0 is the temperature of pavement
surface; Ta is air temperature; TZ is absolute zero, TZ=-273℃.
temperature range, Tm 

2.2 Pavement model
In order to better understand the cracking mechanism of semi-rigid asphalt
pavement, a kind of typical 2D asphalt pavement model is developed. Fig.1 illustrates
the pavement modal as well as the thickness of layers, initial crack and thermal
boundary. As can be seen in the Fig.1, the thermal boundaries, which include solar
radiation, surface heat flux and pavement surface radiation, are taken into consideration.
Different inclined degrees of initial crack are also considered in this paper showed in
Fig.2. The initial crack penetrates the up-base with the inclined degrees of the initial
crack 0℃, 10℃, 20℃ and 30℃.
In this paper, two kinds of model, temperature field model and XFEM model, are
meshed uniformly but different element types are used. DC2D3, a 4-node linear heat
transfer quadrilateral element is used in temperature field model, and CPS4R, a 4-node
bilinear plane stress quadrilateral element is used in XFEM model. Firstly, the
temperature distribution in the temperature field model is obtained according to the
temperature boundary. Then, the temperature field is applied to the XFEM model to
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simulate
e the crackking initiatio
on and pro
opagation in
nduced by cyclic tem
mperature.
In the temperature field mod
del, the thermal
t
properties including thermal
conductivity, speciific heat, expansion ccoefficient,, solar radiation absoorption and
d surface
ed in Table 1. In addittion, the fra
acture para
ameters w
which are needed in
emissivity are liste
XFEM m
model are provided
p
in
n Table 2.
Tab
ble 1 The thermal pro
operties of the pavem
ment materrials
Properrties
O
Overlay
Upper-ba
ase Subb-base
3
Density(kkg/m )
2300
2200
21100
4680
5616
51148
Therma
al conducttivity (J/m.h
h.℃)
924.9
911.7
9442.9
Sp
pecific heat (J/Kg.℃)
Sola
ar radiation
n absorptio
on
0.9
0.81
S
Surface em
missivity
Ta
able 2 The fracture pa
arameters of paveme
ent materiaals
Parameters
Ove
erlay
Upper-bas
U
e
Sub-bbase
M
Modulus (M
MPa)
85
500
9073
56336
Poisson ratio
r
0..35
0.25
0..3
-5
-5
-1
2e
e
0.98e
0.988e-5
Expan
nsion coeffiicient (℃ )
Tenssile strengtth (MPa)
2
2
1
Fractu
ure energyy (mJ/mm2)
1 .5
0.998
0.98

Soil
S base
1800
5616
1040.0

Soil base
1500
0.35
-5
0.45e
0
-

Fig. 1 Aspha
alt paveme
ent structure

F
Fig. 2 Diffe
erent length
hs of initial crack and
d inclined degrees
d
of initial crac
ck
2.3
3 Tempera
ature distrib
bution
Acccording to
o the therm
mal bound ary in tem
mperature field
f
modeel, the tem
mperature
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distribution chang
ging with time can be obtaiined. Fig. 3 showss the tem
mperature
distribution in the asphalt
a
pav
vement strructure. As
s can be se
een, the tem
mperature gradient
exists in
n the pave
ement stru
ucture and
d the distribution is conformeed to the practical
situation
n. What’s more,
m
the temperaturre in differe
ent depths changing circularly with
w time
is showed in Fig. 3. The cy
yclic temp erature is applied to
o the XFE
EM model, and the
thermal stress is produced.
p
Then
T
the ccracking initiation and
d propagatiion is analy
yzed.

Fig. 3 Tempera
ature distrib
bution in as
sphalt pave
ement struucture
3. RESU
ULTS AND
D DISCUSS
SIONS
A series of models
m
witth differentt inclined degrees
d
of initial craack are pe
erformed.
uences of inclined de
egree of in
nitial crack on crackin
ng propagaation are analyzed.
a
The influ
What’s m
more, the mechanism
m
ms of therm
mal fatigue reflecting cracking aare investig
gated.
3.1
1 Fracture life
Ma
any researrches have
e testified tthat the inclined deg
gree of inittial crack has
h great
influence
e on stresss distributtion. So in
n this section the influence of inclined degree of
initial cra
ack on fraccture life is
s analyzed..

Fig. 4 Frracture life
e versus cra
acking propagation
Fig
g. 4 presen
nts the frac
cture life vversus crac
cking propa
agation witth differentt inclined
degreess of initial crack
c
in diffferent mod
dels. As shown in the
e figure, thee crack pro
opagates
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fastest in the models with inc
clined deg
gree 0℃, and
a the cra
ack propag ates slowe
est in the
models with inclin
ned degree
e 30℃. Th
he crack propagates
p
faster witth decreas
se of the
inclined degree. It indicates that
t
the incclined degrrees of initiial crack haave great influence
i
on fractu
ure life. Wh
hat’s more, the crackk propagates smoothly in the m
models with
h inclined
degree 0℃. Howe
ever, the crack
c
propa
agates unsmoothly if there is inclined degree of
initial cra
ack in the models. This
T
is beccause that in the mod
del with innclined deg
gree 0℃,
there iss meanly tensile strress (S11 in this paper) at the
t
cracki ng tip. Th
he crack
propaga
ates up stra
aightly. Bu
ut if the incclined degrree is not 0℃, theree is not onlly tensile
stress but shear sttress at the
e cracking tip.

Cracking completioon time
(a) Crracking initiation time
e
Fig. 5 Cracking initiation time
t
and co
ompletion time in diffferent moddels with va
arious
incclined degrees
Fig
g. 5 comp
pares the effect of iinclined de
egree of initial cracck on the cracking
initiation
n time and cracking completion
c
n time for different
d
models. Thee cracking initiation
time and
d cracking completion
n time both
h increase with the in
ncrease of inclined de
egree. In
addition, the cracking initiattion time a
and cracking comple
etion time in the mo
odel with
inclined degree 30℃ are 3.5 times a
and 2.5 tim
me as long as that in the mo
odel with
inclined degree 0℃
℃. It indica
ates that th
he propaga
ating veloc
city is serioously influe
enced by
ned degree
e of initial crack.
c
the inclin
2 Analysis of stress distribution
d
3.2
Th
he tensile stress
s
and cracking width are both impo
ortant factoors to the reflective
r
Fig. 6 sho
crack in asphalt pavement.
p
ows the ten
nsile stress and craccking width
h at 1cm
above th
he initial crack
c
tip and
a
at ove
erlay surfac
ce. As sho
own in Figg. 6, the maximum
m
tensile sstress at surface
s
do
oes not ch
hange in th
he first sta
age. Then the tensile stress
increase
es with the
e cracking propagat ion in the second stage. In thhe third sttage, the
crack pe
enetrates the
t
overlay and the tensile sttress decre
ease rapiddly and the
ere is no
capacityy near the reflective crack.
c
Afte
er reflective
e crack pen
netrating thhe overlay
y, there is
a visible
e crack in overlay.
o
Mo
oreover, th e cracking
g width incrreases to tthe peak va
alue with
the incre
ease of tem
mperature cycles.
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(a) incclined degrree 0℃

(b) inclin
ned degreee 10℃

(c) incclined degrree 20℃
(d) inclin
ned degreee 30℃
Fig. 6 Ten
nsile stresss and crack
king width at surface
In addition, the
t
influen
nce of incl ined degre
ee of initia
al crack onn maximum
m tensile
stress a
and maxim
mum cracking width at 1cm ab
bove the cracking
c
ti p and surrface are
briefly d
discussed. Fig. 7 sh
hows the iinfluence of
o inclined
d degrees of initial crack
c
on
maximum tensile stress.
s
It illlustrates tthat the ma
aximum te
ensile stressses at 1cm above
nd surface both decre
ease with the
t increas
se of inclinned degree
e of initial
the craccking tip an
crack. F
Fig. 8 sho
ows the influence off inclined degrees of
o initial crrack on maximum
m
cracking
g width. It illustrates that
t
the ma
aximum cra
acking width at 1cm aabove the cracking
tip and ssurface alsso decrease with the increase of
o inclined degree
d
of iinitial crack. This is
because
e that in the
e models with
w the incclined degree 0℃, th
here is onlyy tensile sttress that
affects tthe crackin
ng propaga
ation. But iin other kin
nds of mod
dels, theree is not onlly tensile
stress, b
but also shear stress that inducces the reflective crac
cking propaagation.
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Fig
g. 7 Influen
nce of inclin
ned degree
es of initial crack on max
m tensilee stress (S
S11)

Fig. 8 Influence of inclined de
egrees of initial
i
crack
k on crackiing width
Fig
g. 9 showss the progrressive strress (S11) contours during
d
the crack has
s initiated
and pro
opagated through pavement
p
s. In Fig. 9(a), strress concentration
structures
appeare
ed at the crracking tip before cra
acking initia
ation. In Fig. 9(b), thee crack pro
opagated
up and tthe crackin
ng width inc
creased. H
However, th
he stress at cracking tip was still greater
than in o
other elem
ment. In Fig
g. 9(c), the crack propagated th
hrough thee pavement overlay
and the stress nea
ar the crack
k released . Moreover, an obvious V-crackk was formed in the
overlay.
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Fig. 9 Tensile stress
s
conttour of pav
vement cra
ack propag ation
3.3
3 Mechanissms of the
ermal fatigu
ue reflectin
ng cracking
g
Fig
g. 10 gave an insightt into the frracture patth. It obviously showeed that the
e inclined
degree o
of initial cra
ack had a great
g
influe
ence on fra
acture path
h. If the inittial degree was 0℃,
the cracck propaga
ated up stra
aightly. If tthe initial degree
d
was
s greater tthan 0℃, the
t crack
propaga
ated along arbitrary path. Morreover, the
e fracture degree
d
goot smaller than the
initial cra
acking deg
gree.

Fig.1 0 Fracture
e path
4 Concllusion
This pap
per presen
nted mecha
anistic mod
deling approach to in
nvestigate tthe therma
al fatigue
reflective
e cracking
g in semi-rrigid base asphalt pavement. It had beeen proved that the
tempera
ature distrib
bution could be obta
ained by DFLUX sub
broutine annd FILM su
ubroutine
and XFE
EM was an
n effective method
m
to analyze th
he thermal crack. Streess distribu
ution and
cracking
g width we
ere the im
mportant in
ndications to analyze
e the craccking initia
ation and
propaga
ation. More
eover, the inclined de
egree of iniitial crack was
w primarry factor to
o thermal
reflective
e crack. This
T
betterr understa
anding was
s expected
d to proviide more scientific
insights to advancce the currrent strucctural pave
ement design practicces and pavement
g. Based on
o the simu
ulation resu
ults, the following con
nclusions ccould be drawn:
repairing
The tem
mperature distribution
n in pavem
ment struc
cture and circularly
c
cchanging with
w time
was acccurately ob
btained with the sub
broutines of
o DFLUX and FILM
M. It could present
significa
ant insightss into the te
emperature
e distributio
on in the la
ayered pavvement structure.
The stre
ess respon
nse and crracking wid
dth were significantly
s
y affected by the variation of
inclined degree of initial crac
ck. This stu
udy clearly
y demonstrrated that tthe fracture
e life had
great diffference in the models with variiations of initial crack
king condit ion.
In XFEM
M modelss, the refle
ective cra
ack propag
gating along arbitraary path could
c
be
successsfully simullated. Inclined degre
ee of initiall crack had
d great inffluence on
n fracture
path. In addition, fracture geometry d
during the cracking propagatio
p
on could be clearly
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understood. Finally, a V-crack was formed in the pavement overlay after the reflective
crack penetrated the overlay.
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